
Six Pixels Studios Summer Camp Courses: 

 

MAKE A MOVIE: Our classic Make a Movie summer camp program takes students behind the scenes as 
they learn how to produce their own short films. We introduce carefully designed challenges to inspire 
students as they learn to create original stories, direct, operate cameras and sound and finally edit their 
own work: turning summer fun into movies that they’ll keep forever. This is a great option for beginner 
filmmakers. Students are teamed into small groups according to age with an instructor for each group 
ensuring individual attention and that each student has a chance at every role in the film crew. 



PHOTOGRAPHY: It’s more than a snapshot! The Six Pixels Photography summer camp encourage 
students to tell stories through the lens. They explore composition, direction, color, staging and learn 
skills that they’ll use way beyond the clamp and as they snap their way through the summer they turn 
their own collection of work into a beautiful keepsake book. 

YOU@SIX PIXELS STUDIOS: Welcome to You@Six Pixels Studios where students learn about 
personalized channels and video production for platforms such as YouTube and Instagram. We delve 
into branding, content, internet safety, and more, all while students learn how to produce the best 
videos for each social network through hands on experience. Students are broken up into age 
appropriate crews. There are strict rules concerning the use of social media by minors and we do not 
allow students to create their own individual channels or social media profiles within class. Instead, they 
learn through producing material which is uploaded to and managed through our own central channel. 
This material is also available for them to use at home if they wish. 

CREATIVE MIXER: A taste of all the courses Six Pixels Studios has to offer. Students will rotate each day 
across a creative curriculum of workshops featuring projects and challenges in filmmaking, photography, 
YouTube, stop motion, and more. 

 

 


